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HAPPY NEW YEAR
Wishing all members and friends a Happy and Healthy
New Year.
I would like to take this opportunity of thanking
members for the lovely Christmas cards and the very
kind and supportive comments in both the cards and the

many emails received.
Remember to keep your membership invoice for
your tax return!
Ruth Clarke

EVICTION STAY
Breaking with the tradition of laying such regulations on a
Friday evening the day before they come into effect, the Govt
has laid The Public Health (Coronavirus) (Protection from
Eviction) (England) Regulations 2021 on the Friday
lunchtime. These regulations extend the halt on evictions to
21 February 2021 and came into effect on 11 January 2021.
However, there is one significant change from The Public
Health (Coronavirus) (Protection from Eviction and Taking
Control of Goods) (England) Regulations 2020 which expire
on 11 January 2020.
One of the exceptions to the ban on evictions is now stated to
be where the Court is satisfied that
‘the case involves substantial rent arrears; ‘
'Substantial rent arrears' are defined as

‘a case involves substantial rent arrears if the amount of
unpaid rent arrears outstanding is at least an amount
equivalent to 6 months’ rent.’
And that is it. There is a change from 9 months arrears to six
months arrears, and, unlike the previous regulations, there is
no stipulation that the amount of arrears must be at the date of
the possession order, and there is no stipulation that arrears
after 23 March can't be counted.
On this wording, I think a case could involve 'substantial rent
arrears' if the outstanding arrears are 6 months at the point of
application for a warrant, regardless of when the arrears
accrued. This means that arrears arising from the impact of
coronavirus would be counted.
From Nearly Legal

CONTACTING CORNWALL COUNCIL RE COVID
RELATED ISSUES
For any concerns including any of the following:
• Someone breaking the rules around Covid,
including not adhering to visiting or gathering
restrictions, whether or not in your property
• Benefits advice
• Council Tax
• Business Support
• Rubbish Collections
• Funerals
• Parking

• Planning
Contact details
Email: covid19@cornwall.gov.uk
Tel: 0300 1231 118
This list is not intended to be exclusive and there are
many possible reasons for contacting Cornwall Council
For example you my wish to contact Cornwall Council
Private Sector Housing team. Their contact details are:
Email: psh@cornwall.gov.uk
Tel: 0300 1234 151 or 01209 615629
Ruth Clarke

LETTING AGENTS
WHAT YOU NEED
Queries from members and others which came in over
Christmas and New Year period showed that there is
still confusion regarding the requirements for letting
agents to belong to professional bodies.
“It is a legal requirement for all lettings agents and
property managers in England to belong to a
Government approved redress scheme from 1 October
2014” from government website.
Approved redress schemes are:
The Property Ombudsman Limited
Membership queries: 01722 335458
www.https://www.tpos.co.uk/
Property Redress Scheme
Tel: 0333 321 9418.
www.https://www.theprs.co.uk/
If you handle money on behalf of landlords or tenants
you also need to belong to a client money protection
scheme (this came in April 2019).

Approved schemes:
Client Money Protect
Tel: 0333 321 9414
www.https://www.clientmoneyprotect.co.uk/
Money Shield
Tel: 0800 024 8988
www.https://money-shield.co.uk/
Propertymark
Tel: 01926 496 800
www.https://www.propertymark.co.uk/
RICS
Tel: 024 7686 8555
www.https://www.rics.org/uk/
Safeagent (previously NALS)
Tel: 01242 581712
www.https://safeagents.co.uk/
UKALA Client Money Protection
Tel: 03300 55 33 22
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LETTING AGENTS
WHAT YOU NEED
www.https://www.ukala.org.uk/
Proof of membership of both types of scheme should be
prominently displayed in offices or wherever you meet
with clients (landlords or tenants) and on websites and
provided to anyone requesting the information.

You should also display details of your charges both in
offices and on websites.
There are, of course, penalties for not complying!
Ruth Clarke

EMERGENCY ACCOMMODATION WANTED
Opportunity for property owners and landlords to
work with us
We’re looking for suitable homes throughout Cornwall
to be used as temporary short-term accommodation for
residents who find themselves in housing need, in areas
close to their networks of support, employment and
schools.
The Council has a statutory duty (under section 188 of
the Housing Act 1996) to provide emergency
accommodation to eligible households who are
homeless and in priority need.
We require accommodation as more residents find
themselves in housing need for any number of reasons
including becoming unemployed or losing much of their
income, as a direct result of Covid-19.
The Council is looking to work in partnership with
accommodation providers, to commission furnished
accommodation to meet the demand. We’re looking for
all types of homes including houses, flats,
accommodation on a holiday park or rooms in houses of
multiple occupation or hotels.
A high proportion of households presenting to the
Council are ‘homeless tonight’ needing furnished
accommodation which is immediately available.
If you are the owner or landlord of a property or
properties, you can apply to be added to our Dynamic
Purchasing System (DPS), where you can apply for
individual placements on a case by case basis. The agile
system enables you to ‘bid’ to provide accommodation
up to agreed nightly rates across three ‘Lots’ (depending
on the clients presenting):
Lot 1

Price per Night (£) Ceiling price

Double/Twin AccomFamily Accommodation

Low Season
Price

High Season
Price

£70

£90

£80

£100

Lot 2
Price per Night (£)
Single self-contained accommodation
Double/twin self-contained accommodation

£55
£60

Lot 3
Price per Night (£) Ceiling price
Low Season

High Season

Single Accommodation

£60

£80

Double/Twin Accom-

£70

£90

Ideally, the emergency accommodation will be close to
local amenities and public transport, and we are also
seeking accommodation that is suitable for wheelchair
users and has good accessibility.
For more information on how to sign up, please
email: housingcommissioning@cornwall.gov.uk
From Cornwall Council

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR YOUR EU, EEA AND
SWISS TENANTS
You may be aware that as a result of Brexit,
such nationals need to apply for settled or pre-settled
status in order to continue living in the UK after 30 June
2021.
In order to secure residency status EU, EEA and Swiss
nationals need to have been resident in the UK on/by 31
December 2020 and must submit their application to the
Home Office EU Settlement scheme (EUSS).
Without obtaining settled or pre-settled status, they
might not be able to work, study or live in the UK or
have access to NHS treatment, benefits and other
services after 30 June 2021.
Citizens Advice Cornwall has a dedicated

EU Settlement scheme team to help anyone who may
find it difficult to apply independently or simply
needs some advice. Our services are free of charge.
The
deadline
for
EU,
EEA
and
Swiss nationals to secure their settled or pre-settled
status in the UK is approaching fast, so please help us to
reach out to those who may struggle to apply.
From Citizens Advice Cornwall
EU Settlement Scheme Team
Call 03333 440061
Text ADVICE EUSS to 78866
Mobile 07762 824196
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NEW PROPOSED MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR PRS
Advice to Landlords and Letting Agents
The Governments ambitious new targets to reduce CO2
by 2025 and 2050, together with an attempt to tighten
up the standards in the Private Rental Sector, are
proposing and look to be heading for a C rating of 69%
in order to rent a domestic property from 2025.
This is by no means confirmed and many Property
professionals are sceptical that a C minimum rating is
achievable, however there are measures/processes that
the Landlord and Letting Agent can improve on in order
to improve the accuracy and reliability of the EPC.
The EPC (Energy Performance Certificate) becomes an
even more critical document, whatever the final
Minimum Standard becomes the issue here is that many
EPCs in circulation are incorrect. Many will be
incorrect because of 3 main reasons:
1. There have been material changes/improvements
to the property since the EPC was carried out
which affects the overall rating (e.g., heating
system changes, insulation improvements,
glazing, heating controls, extensions and
adjustments.
Solution: Letting Agent sends out periodic update to
Landlord requesting data on changes/improvements
carried out which are filed in the property file. This
provides ‘due diligence’ evidence for the LA. Landlord
keeps a Property manual with full details of Boiler,
Heating controls; Fensa certificates; Insulation
Certificates. These could be kept with the LA or the
Tenant or both.
2. The Domestic Energy Assessor (DEA) has not
spent the time and care in the property to
properly identify by observation the building
elements that dictate the rating.
Solution:
Choose your DEA wisely, based on recommendation
and endorsement of experience rather than cost. On
each EPC is the Assessors name, registration and
contact details. There are also his or her Accreditation
details to which any queries and complaints can be
made if the DEA is not forthcoming with adequate
responses/explanation.
3. The DEA has not had the evidence/
documentation to enhance the rating due to it
not being provided and has therefore had to
follow strict conventions of ‘Worst case scenario’
based on observation.
The Energy ‘Assessment’ process is a very strictly
defined process and procedure laid down by
Government’s MHCLG. There are a number of
dated photographs (about 20) that must be taken,
and a floorplan of each floor must be created and
measured. Access to meters, lofts, roof room
cupboards, boilers, and hot water cylinder(s) is
essential. The Assessment is NOT PERSONAL, it
disregards how a house is used by occupants or what
the occupants say they have done to the walls, floors
etc. The Assessor can only award what they can
evidence by observation or with PERMISSABLE
photographs or official documentation presented
BEFORE the assessment.

Solution:
As in Point 1, ensure that all the evidence you have is
made available BEFORE the assessment takes place to
either the Letting Agent /Tenant/DEA as appropriate.
Documents showing details on stamped LA plans,
Completion Certificates; Boiler and control Manuals,
FENSA glazing certificates, Cavity wall insulation
Certificates, will increasingly become essential to assure
you of the best rating possible for the property. Possibly
the greatest risk to an accurate/good EPC rating is in
older properties with loft conversions that have sloping
ceilings and/or extensions with Flat roofs and /or fully
boarded loft floors. Lack of clear evidence of insulation
will almost certainly lead to a negative ‘no insulation
assumed, poor rating. If you do not have official
documentation, it is important to go back to your
builder and ask them to produce a highly detailed
letterhead/signed and dated report itemising in turn
precisely what they did to walls, floors and ceilings in
each part of the property etc.
Conclusions
Life for Landlords, Letting Agents and DEAs is set
to become more challenging with a need for better
systems of recording any changes, updates and
documentation/Inventory available for every
privately rented property. Information given and
sought by the Landlord/Letting Agent must become
much more prolific, detailed and readily available to
the DEA.
The MEES Exemption process will have to be
revamped and linked better to the recommendations on
the EPC. The Government have already taken back
control of the EPC public register and improved the
explanations and links to where financial and energy
advice can be sought. It will be essential for the
Landlord to be able to access the online register in order
to properly understand the data and advice that the EPC
gives; so, the days of ignoring and resenting them are
over.
Greater research by landlords will be essential before
improvement decisions on updating heating systems and
other measures recommended on the EPC are
considered and followed. Those unfortunate Landlords
who have followed poor advice or indiscriminate
advertising will find they will never attain the Min
standard without changing their new and expensive
electric heaters or Bottled LPG boiler.
It is very sad when a DEA has to tell a landlord that
their new electric Fischer, Rointe, Haverland,
Gabarron panel ‘lot 20’ heaters - good as they are
will score very very poorly in an EPC assessment,
because they burn high-cost peak electricity.
It would appear that MHCLG (Government) have
targeted the Private Rental Sector and are setting
very high hurdles for Landlords to jump. The
observations above are based only from the
workings and insight of an Energy Performance
Assessment.
(Continued on page 8)
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NEW PROPOSED MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR PRS
The author is fully Independent and also a Landlord
and has no connection from any supplier mentioned.
Vince Falco Cornwall Home Energy Surveys
TEL: 01872 553685
Email: vincefalco@googlemail.com

Website: www.energysurveyscornwall.com

Vince Falco provides FREE initial advice
on EPCs to CRLA members

EVIDENCING WORK CONDUCTED AS ACCEPTABLE
FOR EPC BANDING EVALUATION
BUILDER’S EVIDENCE – auditor’s requirements
Evidence from a builder may take the form of:
• A dated & signed letter on headed paper.
• A dated & signed receipt on headed paper.
• Building Control sign-off which verifies the
installation but only if accompanied by full
specification plans.
• Photographic evidence but only if there are context
shots which clearly identify that building in its
location.
Documentary evidence from a builder will need to
include:
• The installation date
• The builder’s name and address
• Identification of each building by name or address
with post code
• A description of what was actually done, not what
was planned to be done
• Specification exactly what type of product was
installed (insulation, boiler, lighting etc)
• Description of where the product was installed
(wall, floor, roof, ceiling, rafters, joists etc)

•

Specification of the brand name and model number
of the product.
Statement of the size or thickness of the product
What is NOT sufficient evidence:
• Descriptive discussions with owners, tenants or
builders.
• A Builder’s quote – this has not yet been achieved.
• A receipt from a builder’s merchant – the products
could have been used anywhere.
• Descriptive letters, faxes or emails from the owner
or tenant.
• Architect’s plans and specifications unless stamped
with building control sign-off
Any assumption that because a particular measure was
installed that therefore some other measure must have
been part of that installation process. It may be highly
likely but not necessarily so. EG: under-floor heating
does not necessarily mean the floor was insulated.
It is also helpful, but not necessary if evidence is
transmitted in an electronic form.
James Tyas
Telephone 01326 563910
Email: jamestyas@btinternet.com

WARMER TENANTS ADVICE SERVICE FOR
LANDLORDS
Introducing a new service from Community Energy
Plus, designed to provide advice, support and guidance
to private sector landlords working alongside their
tenants. The aim of the Warmer Tenants Advice Service
is to improve the energy efficiency of rented properties
in Cornwall. Here, the advice team have put together a
few Q&As to explain what the service aims to do and
how they can help.
With so much information on various standards, rating
systems, regulations and statutory obligations, it’s not
surprising that many landlords feel confused and
overwhelmed. We’re here to help landlords through the
maze, find cost-effective ways to improve and maintain
their property and to help landlords ensure their tenants
are living in warm and healthy homes.
There’s so much information out there, landlords
are completely confused and just don’t have time to
deal with it.
We understand. Our professionally trained advisors can
help guide you through the maze of information and
assist you with anything you don’t understand or need
help with in improving the energy performance of your
property. A problem shared, is a problem halved, as

they say. The most difficult part of the process is
deciding to do something about it
We’re a new service, helping to liaise between landlords
and their tenants. We have a dedicated Landlords &
Tenants Advisor who can help make the process much
easier and by using our advice service, landlords can be
assured of free and impartial advice to help them find
solutions and available options in order to make costeffective, energy efficient improvements to their
property. Part of our service is to provide an advocacy
service, speaking with both landlord and tenant to
ensure the best outcome. This can be a combination of
property visits and/or phone calls. We can liaise with
tenants and other third parties, if appropriate, in order to
secure grant funding. Landlords can be confident that
not only can they meet regulations, but also secure
existing and prospective tenancies by ensuring their
tenants live in warmer homes
Are there any special provisions for listed buildings
or property in conservation areas?
There is no blanket exemption for historic buildings,
listed buildings or buildings within a conservation area
from requiring an EPC and in the majority of cases an
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WARMER TENANTS ADVICE SERVICE FOR
LANDLORDS
EPC will be required.
Protected buildings will only be exempt if compliance
with the minimum energy efficiency requirements
would unacceptably alter their character or appearance
and the owner can provide evidence of this.
Even if a building is protected it is likely that it may still
be possible to make some improvements without
altering its character or appearance and advice should be
sought to confirm this. The onus is on the owner of the
property to understand which works may or may not be
permitted.

A property owner can contact the Planning Service at
Cornwall Council to provide evidence in relation to the
likelihood of obtaining planning permission or listed
building consent for energy efficiency improvements
through the Planning Service page
We have a team of advisors and a dedicated
Landlords & Tenants Advisor ready to help you.
Just contact Nicole Solomons on nicole@cep.org.uk
From Community Energy Plus
.

GREEN HOMES GRANT CHANGE MAKES FINDING
INSTALLERS EASIER
The landlords’ trade body says it welcomes a change of
heart by the government over details of the Green
Homes Grant scheme.
Until now it’s been difficult for landlords and other
home owners to find installers who meet the minimum
requirements of the grant. But changes coming into
effect this week mean sub-contractors are no longer
required to be TrustMark registered and certified with
Publicly
Available
Specifications
(PAS)
or
Microgeneration Certification Scheme (MCS).
However, any sub-contracted work must still be carried
out in accordance with the relevant PAS or MCS
requirements.
The deputy director of campaigns at the National
Residential Landlords Association, Meera Chindooroy,
says: “[This] is good news for landlords. We have had
an incredible amount of interest from our members
following the Green Homes Grant announcement.
However, we heard from a large proportion of members
who said they were having huge problems finding local

installers with capacity to carry out the work and this
was causing a backlog.”
The NRLA has campaigned for further funding to be
made available to help landlords to go beyond the legal
minimum of energy efficiency measures set out by the
government for the private rental sector.
With the grants, which were extended to March 2022,
landlords will be able to claim up to £5,000 per rental
property.
The NRLA Green Homes Grant campaign has been
underway since October, encouraging landlords to apply
for a voucher towards the cost of installing energy
efficient and low-carbon heating improvements in their
homes.
As the Green Homes Grant scheme is available to
landlords and home owners in England only, the NRLA
is also campaigning for the Welsh government to
replicate the scheme.
From Landlord Today

GUIDE TO LETTINGS LEGISLATION DATES FOR
AGENTS AND LANDLORDS IN 2021
From Electrical Safety Standards through to right to rent
changes as a result of Brexit - in addition to the
continuing impact of Covid-19 - it's going to be another
busy year and landlords are going to need letting agents'
guidance more than ever when it comes to compliance.
Confirmed legislation dates
11 January 2021: Consultation ends on proposals to
extend regulations on domestic smoke and carbon
monoxide alarms in England
The proposals to extend the smoke and carbon
monoxide alarm regulations include requiring social
landlords to ensure at least one smoke alarm is installed
on each storey of a building where any rooms are used
as living accommodation; requiring carbon monoxide
alarms to be fitted alongside the installation of fixed
combustion appliances of any fuel type; and requiring
private and social landlords to install carbon monoxide
alarms in any room used as living accommodation

where a fixed combustion appliance is used. The
consultation will be open until 11 January 2021.
29 January 2021: Second reading of the Dogs and
Domestic Animals (Accommodation and Protection)
Bill
At the start of 2020, the government announced plans to
update model tenancy contracts, to remove restrictions
on well-behaved pets. This bill is intended to make it
easier for landlords and letting agents in the UK to offer
responsible pet owners the chance to keep pets in rented
accommodation.
31 March 2021: Six-month notice periods and stamp
duty holiday set to end
The emergency legislation which increased minimum
notice periods to six months in England except in the
most egregious cases is set to end on 31 March 2021.
The stamp duty holiday in England and Northern
Ireland is also scheduled to end on the same date,
(Continued on page 10)
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GUIDE TO LETTINGS LEGISLATION DATES FOR
AGENTS AND LANDLORDS IN 2021
however the UK Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme better known as the furlough scheme - has
been increased by another month.
1 April 2021: Electrical Safety Standards in the
Private Rented Sector (England) Regulations 2020;
stamp duty changes; client money protection
The beginning of April brings with it multiple
legislation changes. The new Electrical Safety
Standards will apply to all tenancies in England - both
new and existing - from 1 April 2021, requiring
landlords to have the electrical installations in their
properties inspected and tested by a person who is
“qualified and competent”, at least every five years and
provide a copy of the electrical safety report to their
tenants. 1 April is also the deadline for agents in
England to comply with client money protection
legislation, a date which has already been pushed back
twice and so is unlikely to change. Finally, all non-UK
residents purchasing property in this country will have
to pay an additional two per cent stamp duty surcharge
from 1 April - though they will be eligible for a refund
if they become a UK resident within 12 months of the
purchase.
30 June 2021: Changes to right to rent checks for
EU, EEA, and Swiss citizens
The government confirmed that right to rent checks for
renting residential properties in England will not change
for citizens of the EU, Switzerland, Norway, Iceland
and Liechtenstein until 30 June 2021, but is yet to
confirm what the process will look like after this date.
Yet to be confirmed legislation dates
Renters' Reform Bill and the end of Section 21

Prior to the pandemic, work had already begun on
the Renters' Reform Bill, which set out the
government's plans to abolish Section 21 and so-called
"no fault" evictions in England and Wales, while
improving the grounds for landlords to regain
possession of their properties under Section 8. Landlord
Action's Legal Director Tim Frome thinks the bill is
likely to be a priority for the government next year: “It’s
been pushed into the long grass a little bit, but I know
it's still on the government's agenda.”
Increase to capital gains tax
A review commissioned by Rishi Sunak recommended
increasing capital gains tax (CGT) in the UK to help fill
the fiscal hole caused by Covid-19. An increase to CGT
could adversely affect "wealthy individuals who hold
second homes or assets outside tax-favoured vehicles,
such as individual savings accounts," according to the
Financial Times, in addition to "owner-directors of
small companies who often hold cash within their
businesses for use as a pension when they retire."
Regulation of Property Agents (RoPA)
There are still no dates in place for the introduction of
the Regulation of Property Agents (RoPA), but leading
lettings professionals are urging agents to start
preparing nonetheless. "You don't want to leave it to the
last minute," says Darshan Sunger. "I will certainly be
looking as a working practitioner to get on that path
now."
From Goodlord Blog

Any of the above dates are, of course
subject to change

LANDLORDS MUST GET GOVERNMENT SUPPORT
Eviction guru and lettings sector expert Paul Shamplina
has made an impassioned plea for government help for
the rental sector.
The founder of Landlord Action, Shamplina says there
is no end in sight for desperate landlords and there must
now be government support.
“This is an exceptionally difficult situation for everyone
and as before it is vital that tenants who are genuinely
impacted by the pandemic are protected from losing
their home” he says.
Echoing calls from the National Residential Landlords
Association, he says the Boris Johnson government
should be following Scotland and Wales and providing
access to a Tenant Hardship Loan Fund to prevent
further possession action.
“However, it should not be a case of protecting tenants
over landlords or vice versa, it should be about
protecting people. We now have a situation where some
landlords have rent arrears cases which started in 2019
and they still do not have possession of their property,

nor are they receiving any rent. Some of these landlords
have also lost jobs and are trying to cover mortgages”
continues Shamplina.
“Landlords are desperate for some kind of timescale.
The reality is that the ban on evictions will now
continue throughout lockdown, and it could even be
April or May before bailiffs are able to enforce
evictions, depending on what kind of restrictions or tier
systems are put in place in Spring. All the while,
caseloads are increasing but old cases are not being
cleared.
“Since the property market remains open for people to
move home and courts are still operating, it should be
made possible for pre-Covid eviction cases to proceed.
“If something is not done soon to alleviate the mounting
pressure on landlords, the market will experience a
surge of illegal evictions and landlords selling with
tenants in situ.”
From Landlord Today
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GOVERNMENT REVEALS NEW EVICTIONS MEDIATION
SERVICE FOR LANDLORDS AND TENANTS
A government-funded national mediation service has
been announced that, it is claimed, will reduce the
number of landlords and tenants fighting it out in court
over evictions.
A tender has been out since late last year seeking a
supplier able to provide the service, which will offer an
online local court mediation service across the UK.
The multi-million pound contract is to last for six
months as a pilot and has now been revealed within
Friday’s evictions ban extension announcement.
The mediation service is designed to help landlords and
tenants come to an out-of-court agreement between the
initial exploratory hearing and their subsequent,
‘substantive’ possession hearing.
“A new mediation pilot will further support landlords
and renters who face court procedures and potential
eviction from next month. It will offer mediation as part
of the possession process to try and help landlords and
tenants to reach a mutual agreement and keep people in
their homes,” the government says.
“Helping to resolve disputes through mediation
will enable courts to prioritise urgent cases, supporting
landlords and tenants to resolve issues quickly without
the need for a formal hearing. The mediation pilot will
work within the existing court arrangements in England
and Wales.”
And one leading lawyer has registered her disquiet at
the scheme. Diane Astin of Deighton Pierce Glynn told
the Legal Action Group website that the looming new
mediation
service
“shows
a
fundamental

misunderstanding of the nature of possession
proceedings and what happens at the hearing,” she said.
Astin said lawyers and advice agencies already strive to
achieve settlement and that the money being expended
on the new government service would be better spent on
legal aid for tenants in arrears, so they get early advice
and avoid the claims being issued in the first place.
Mike Morgan of the Property Redress Scheme says:
“While we were aware of the tender, we did not bid as
we have invested in our early intervention resolution
service, which is achieving effective payment plans and
negotiated vacation of properties by tenants without the
courts needing to be involved.
“We wish the successful bidder the very best and offer
our expert help if needed.”
The new service is likely to be used in approximately a
quarter of the possession cases that come to court each
month.
Paul Shamplina of Landlord Action says the
government’s mediation service may be ‘too little too
late’ because many landlords who come to court with
possession claims are already facing many months of
rent arrears which in many cases began before the
pandemic started.
Morgan adds: “Mediation is highly successful but only
if it is undertaken at the earliest opportunity
possible. The longer you leave it the less efficacious it
is.”
From Landlord Zone

GOVERNMENT TO MAKE SWEEPING CHANGES TO
LEASEHOLD INCLUDING EXTENSION COSTS
Landlords with leasehold properties will soon enjoy
both substantially lower costs and bureaucracy when
seeking to extend their leases, the government has
announced today.
The new measures include that owners of leasehold
houses will be able to extend their leaseholds by 990
years at a zero ground rent, removing the muchpublicised attempts by some freeholders and developers
to sell properties with escalating ground rents and
restricting extensions to 50 years.
This will put leasehold house owners on a par with most
apartment owners.
Ministers are also to make it fairer and cheaper to
extend leases or convert them to freehold or
commonhold status, including capping ground rent
costs, abolishing the concept of ‘marriage value’ that
often costs landlords tens of thousands of pounds when
extending a lease, and establishing a Commonhold
Council.
“The issue of escalating ground rent on leasehold homes
has been a long-term scandal which has left many
owners trapped and unable to sell their houses,” says
Mark Hayward, Chief Policy Adviser at Propertymark.
“Over a million homes in the UK are sold through a
leasehold, and this new legislation will go a long way to

help thousands of homeowners caught in a leasehold
trap.
The Law Commission’s Commissioner for Property,
Nick Hopkins, says: “We are pleased to see
Government taking its first decisive step towards the
implementation of [our] recommendations to make
enfranchisement cheaper and simpler.
“The creation of the Commonhold Council should help
to reinvigorate commonhold, ensuring homeowners will
be able to call their homes their own.”
Housing minister Robert Jenrick says: “We want to
reinforce the security that home ownership
brings by changing forever the way we own homes and
end some of the worst practices faced by homeowners.”
From Landlord Zone
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UPRNs. NO MORE HIDING FROM TAX, REGULATION
AND LICENSING FOR LANDLORDS!
The government-backed organisation that is managing
the roll-out of Unique Property Reference Numbers
(UPRNs) has revealed how the initiative will impact
landlords and rented property.
GeoSpace, which is a joint venture between government
and industry, was created in 2011 to digitise the built
environment and help both local and national
governments put together a unique list of every address
in the UK.
After many years of work UPRNs are emerging from
the realm of local authorities, which use them internally,
into the wider world including the private rental
market.
But landlords should understand that this will make
their activities, and their properties, much more
transparent to both tax, regulatory and licensing
authorities.
Property MOT
This is the conclusion of Geoplace chief Nick
Chapallaz whose organisation is backing the efforts of
The Lettings Industry Council to create an MOT-style
record for every property within the PRS.
“One element of this is to check whether a property has
a valid energy performance certificate (EPC), and the

identifier can be linked to this and to gas and electricity
meters as part of the validation,” he says.
“It also enables local authorities to cross-reference
needs for social services with rental properties, to
identify landlords
who
are
avoiding their
responsibilities for essential repairs, and helps HM
Treasury identify those who are not registered for tax.”
But while some rogue operators will not welcome this
kind of digital snooping, it will help drive huge
improvement to the lettings process for estate agents
and compliant landlords.
Theresa Wallace, chair of TLIC, says UPRNs will bring
down costs by making property management much
easier by connecting a host of services to a property via
one number.
This will include EPC providers, gas engineers,
electrical contractors, CRM systems, deposit protection
providers and ombudsman schemes.
What is a UPRN?
It’s a unique 12-digit number that is unique to every
address in the UK. For example, No.10 Downing Street
is UPRN 100023336956.
From Landlord Zone

BENEFITS RISING FROM APRIL 2021
SMP, SAP, SSP, ShPP, SPBP and SSP to rise from
April 2021
According to proposals set out in a government policy
paper, the revised rates for statutory maternity pay
(SMP), statutory adoption pay (SAP), statutory
paternity pay (SPP), statutory shared parental pay
(ShPP), statutory parental bereavement pay (SPBP) and
statutory sick pay (SSP) for tax year 2021/22 are to be
as follows:
• the standard weekly rates of SMP, SAP, SPP, ShPP
and SPBP will increase from £151.20 to £151.97 (or
90% of the employee’s weekly earnings if that
amount is lower than the statutory rate) – it is

assumed this will be for payment weeks
commencing on or after Sunday, 4 April 2021
• the prescribed weekly rate of maternity allowance
(MA) will increase from £151.20 to £151.97 (or
90% of the individual’s weekly earnings if that
amount is lower than the statutory rate)
• the weekly rate of SSP will increase from £95.85 to
£96.35 from 6 April 2021.
The amount of the earnings threshold (currently
£120.00 per week) for tax year 2021/22, below which
employees do not qualify for SMP, SAP, SPP, ShPP,
SPBP and SSP, is yet to be confirmed.
From John Savage Accountancy

CONFIRMATION OF MINIMUM WAGE INCREASES
2021
The Chancellor used the recent Spending Review to
confirm that increased National Minimum Wage and
National Living Wage rates will come into effect on 1
April 2021.
From 1 April 2021, the National Living Wage will
increase by 19p to £8.91. This represents an increase of
2.2%. The National Living Wage currently applies to
those aged 25 and over but from next April will be
extended to 23 and 24 year olds for the first time. The
threshold will further reduce to 21 by 2024.
The hourly rate of the National Minimum Wage
(NMW) for 21-22 year olds will increase to £8.36 (a
rise of 16p). The rates for 18-20 year olds will increase
to £6.56 (a rise of 11p) and the rate for workers above

the school leaving age but under 18 will increase to
£4.62 (a rise of 7p). The NMW rate for apprentices
increases by 15p to £4.30.
The new rates mirror the recommendations made by the
Low Pay Commission (LPC) which have been accepted
in full by the Government. The LPC recommended
smaller minimum wage increases for those aged under
23 in recognition of the risks to youth employment
which the current economic situation poses.
The independent Low Pay Commission (LPC) was
established following the National Minimum Wage Act
1998 to advise the government on the NMW. It is made
up of representatives from all sides of industry. The
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CONFIRMATION OF MINIMUM WAGE INCREASES
2021
increases will come into effect from 1 April 2021,
subject to Parliamentary approval.
From John Savage Accountancy

JOHN SAVAGE OFFERS FREE
INITIAL TAXATION, ACCOUNTANCY

AND BOOKKEEPING ADVICE TO
CRLA MEMBERS
Tel: John on 01872 271947
Email:
john@johnsavageaccountancy.co.uk

COMPANIES ACT RULES ON SIGNING DOCUMENTS
Under the rules on signing documents in the Companies
Act there are three categories within which a document
made by a company could fail
(a) contracts
(b) deeds; and
(c) “other documents”.
Signature “by” a company under section 44 involves:
(a) affixing the company seal;
(b) the signature of two directors (or a director and
secretary); or
(c) the signature of one director in the presence of an
attesting witness.
Although this article refers to agents, many landlords
have now decided to run their letting business as a
company meaning the information may be relevant to
them.
It is common practice for agents to sign the S21 notice
on behalf of the landlord. However there have recently
been at least three County Court cases that have
highlighted a problem with this and at least one has
succeeded on appeal to the High Court.

There is nothing in landlord and tenant legislation
dealing with this and as it has only occurred in County
Courts so far it is not binding on other County Court
judges. However it would be wise to take this seriously
as Shelter and the Citizens Advice Bureau will almost
certainly be aware of this.
The cases dealt with the issue of authorised signatures
under S44 of the Companies Act 2006 which notes the
requirement of a company when signing on behalf of
another party. (Please note therefore that this will only
relate to agencies that are limited companies). The
legislation states that documents can only be endorsed
by authorised signatories who would be: EITHER two
directors OR a director and a company secretary OR a
director and a witness.
If a letting agent is not a limited company then best
practice recommendation is that this can be covered by
the landlord giving authorisation to the agency to sign
statutory notices on their behalf, which then means it
can be signed by agency staff who would then have to
print their name on the form alongside their signature.
Ruth Clarke

LIFETIME DEPOSITS
At the end of 2019, Prime Minister Boris Johnson
said “The costs of deposits make it harder [for
tenants] to move. We are going to fix that.” A
solution was outlined in the Renter’s Reform Bill
during the Queen’s Speech in December 2019 lifetime deposits.
The traditional deposit is currently set at a maximum of
5 or 6 week’s rent - an average of £1,260 in 2020
according to Goodlord's Rental Index - payable each
time the tenant moves. A 2018 survey found that 43%
of renters have to borrow money, whether through
credit card or overdraft, or from family and friends, to
cover the cost of moving into a property - with a third of
tenants saying they had to pay a new security deposit
before having their previous deposit returned.
Lifetime deposits aim to shake this up. They will follow
a tenant from property to property and the tenant will
have to top it up if there were any cause for deductions meaning that tenants will no longer need to save a
deposit for each home move, freeing up cash flows and
ultimately making it easier to move home.

Calls for a system such as this had been made
previously to “make renting cheaper and easier for
tenants,” says David Smith, Residential Landlords
Association Policy Director, who has “long argued that
deposits should be transferable.”
He says that plans should “ensure that both landlords
and tenants can have complete confidence in how the
lifetime deposit will work.”
Although the government has yet to set out specific
details on how the scheme will work, the Tenancy
Deposit Protection Reform Working Group was created
to find ways to make the “passporting system” viable in
the current market. Issues it highlighted include the
need to find a system “to work with the different
Government-approved providers of deposit protection”
and “to be compatible with the two different [deposit
protection] models: custodial and insurance-backed.”
The working group also emphasised the need to find a
solution for guaranteeing passported deposits, to help
protect landlords. This issue is underlined by Franz
Doerr, the Chief Executive of Flatfair, a deposit-free
(Continued on page 14)
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LIFETIME DEPOSITS
renting provider. He believes that passporting is
“fundamentally flawed” and that “landlords are not
properly protected by the system between tenancies,
especially in cases where deductions are required or
where there is a higher rent to be paid at the next
property.”
If the guarantee for landlords is not successfully
implemented, Chris Toynbee, Director at Redmayne,
Arnold & Harris, indicates a secondary sector-wide
consequence. “The fluidity lifetime deposits would
provide to tenants and the removal of the financial
hurdles to ensure ease of movement is certainly a good

focus for the market but this cannot come at a
significant loss of security for landlords,” he says.
“Landlords are under a huge amount of pressure, both
regulatory and financial, and if this continues to build
then we will see landlords leave the market, supply drop
and rental prices increase.”
As with the abolition of Section 21 under the Renter’s
Reform Act, there’s no timescale set for when this
concept
will
be
enacted
but
ARLA
Propertymark predicts it will be “a long way off.”
From Goodlord Blog

WHAT TO GIVE NEW TENANTS
No apology for putting this in again, I have sent it
out to many members recently and the topic was
raised in the January On-Line Meeting
crla
Tenancy Agreement (watch the tenant(s) and
guarantor(s) sign all copies, check against signatures
on credit cards etc. and only then sign yourself) ***
crla Inventory (go through in detail with the tenant(s)
and guarantor(s) and everyone sign and date on every
page) ***
crla
How to Rent Guide (an on-line link can be
provided to the tenant but make sure you receive
confirmation that the guide has been downloaded and
read—keep copies!) ***
Contact details for emergency situations ***
EPC (an on-line link can be provided to the tenant but
make sure you receive confirmation that the EPC has
been viewed—keep copies!)***
Electrical Inspection Condition Report and any
additional papers ***
Gas Test Certificate ***
crla
Fire Risk Assessment ***
Specific Fire Safety Advice
crla
Legionnaire’s Assessment
Specific Legionnaires Safety Advice ***
Tenancy
Deposit
Prescribed
Information
(Remember you only have thirty days to protect the
deposit and give the information to your tenant) ***
HMO Licence ***
Rent Payment Information ***
Manuals for all equipment ***

Rent Book ***
GDPR Compliance Notice ***
Complaints Procedure
Anti Social Behaviour Policy
If you have a Private Water Supply inform the tenant
of that fact together with all required information
regarding procedures if any contamination and routine
maintenance dates which may affect the water supply
Plan showing water, electricity, gas meters, fuse box
and Water Stopcock locations and any necessary tools
Insurance Information
Meter Readings
Television Licence, Council Tax, Doctor, Dentist,
Hospital and Utility Company Details
Garden Maintenance
Rubbish Collection and Recycling Calendar
crla
Advice on Control of Damp and Condensation
crla
CRLA Logbook Tenant Version
crla
crla

*** indicates this information MUST be given
crla

indicates you can download this information from
the CRLA website
All other items not with asterisks on this list are best
practice and help protect you and your business
Make sure you get a receipt for every piece of
information/documentation you give your tenant. A list
of documentation with an area for the tenant to sign
and date is all that is needed.
The CRLA Website has many of the required
documents in the Members Area. Please contact Ruth
Clarke if you have a problem.
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HEAT NETWORKS REGULATIONS
Regulations: heat networks (metering and billing)
Guidance for heat suppliers.
Heat networks account for only a small proportion of
UK heating systems. As a result, their locations were
unrecorded and their operation was unregulated until
2014.
The purpose of the Heat Network (Metering and
Billing) Regulations (‘the Regulations’), which came
into force initially in 2014, is to drive energy efficiency
and reduce carbon emissions from heating. The energy
efficiency is achieved through the installation of
metering devices and billing based on consumption,
which will decrease the use of energy and reduce
consumer bills, and result in associated carbon emission
savings. Metering also supports fair and transparent
billing for customers on heat networks. In addition, the
Regulations have led to the creation of the first database
of UK heat networks.
Under the Regulations, the operators of heat networks
must submit notifications for the heat networks they
operate. They must, where required, install metering
devices on those networks.
Operators whose networks are fitted with metering
devices must meet ongoing obligations including using
these devices to bill customers based on their
consumption of heating, cooling or hot water.
The Regulations were subsequently amended in 2015,
and most recently, in November 2020. The links to
Regulations and amendments are provided at the bottom
of the page.
What is covered

Cornish Inventories Ltd is run by experienced
Directors and provide specialist Property Inventory
and Inspection Services to Private Landlords and
Letting Agents alike!
Competitive rates for a service tailored to specific
needs; we can be flexible with evening and weekend
appointments available.

Contact Anna Wilson
07891 635614 or 07423197421
Email: cornishinventories@gmail.com
https://www.cornishinventories.co.uk/

20% Discount To CRLA Members

Heat networks are systems in which heating, cooling or
hot water is generated at a central source and supplied
by the operator to multiple third party customers
through a pipe network serving either multiple buildings
or multiple occupants in a single building.
The Regulations describe four main components of a
heat network:
it must provide a shared source of heat for multiple
users
• the heat transfer medium must be water, steam or
chilled liquids
• the heat must be used for heating, cooling hot water
or processes
• the heat must be sold to final customers by heat
suppliers
For a heat network to be covered by the Regulations, the
heat must be transferred by water, steam, or chilled
liquids, but the central heat source can use any type of
technology.
Extent of obligation
The Regulations place a number of obligations on heat
suppliers. A heat supplier is defined as any person or
organisation that supplies and charges for the supply of
heating, cooling or hot water to customers through a
heat network.
It is important to note that a heat supplier is a different
concept from a fuel supplier. A fuel supplier provides a
source of fuel (such as gas or electricity) into a heat
network’s energy centre, but may not be involved in
using that fuel to generate heating, cooling or hot water.
A heat supplier is the party with day-to-day
responsibility for operating a network to generate
heating, cooling or hot water and distribute this supply
to customers. Where multiple parties are involved in
running a network, the heat supplier is the beneficiary
of the customers’ payments. Typically, this is the party
using customers’ payments to pay fuel bills to keep the
network running.
How to comply
Heat suppliers with a new heat network must submit an
initial notification to the Office for Product Safety and
Standards (OPSS) on or before the day it becomes
operational, meaning the day it first supplies heating,
cooling or hot water to customers. This involves
completing a copy of the heat network notification
template below and emailing it (in Excel format)
to heatnotifications@beis.gov.uk.
After the initial notification, heat suppliers must submit
a renotification within every four-year period thereafter,
in respect of all networks that they operate. Suppliers
should inform OPSS of heat networks that have ceased
to operate, as these do not need to be included in
renotifications. Where a new supplier has taken over a
network, it becomes a regulated entity under the
Regulations and must fulfil the obligations, including
the submission of renotifications.
Notifications and renotifications must be submitted in a
format prescribed by the Secretary of State or Scottish
(Continued on page 16)
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HEAT NETWORKS REGULATIONS
Ministers:
Heat networks notification template 2020 (MS Excel
Spreadsheet, 555KB)
Heat suppliers are advised to consult the user guide
when completing the notification template:
Heat
networks
notification
template
user
guide (PDF, 523KB, 21 pages)
The current template above is an updated version of the
previous notification template that has been adapted to
reflect the amendments made to the Regulations in
November 2020. OPSS is planning to release a new
template in the future to assist heat suppliers in
complying with Regulation 3. The version of the
notification template available on the OPSS website at
any given time is the version approved by the Secretary
of State or Scottish Ministers and should be used by
heat suppliers when submitting the notification.
The amendments to the Regulations in 2020 introduce
building classes that require some heat suppliers with
unmetered networks to install metering devices in the
buildings they serve.
The three building classes are:
• Viable – meters must be installed
• Open – meters must be installed if the result of a
cost-effectiveness assessment is positive
• Exempt – meters do not have to be installed
A cost-effectiveness assessment tool has been
developed to support heat suppliers to assess whether it
is cost-effective to install metering devices, which is
available on this webpage. The results of costeffectiveness assessments must be reported in the
notification or renotification template, and the costeffectiveness assessment with any accompanying
documents must be submitted to OPSS upon request.
Where cost-effectiveness assessments have established
a duty to install metering devices, heat suppliers must
carry out this installation work in line with the timelines
stipulated in the legislation. The results of this work
must be reported to OPSS.
The cost-effectiveness tool was built to aid heat
suppliers in their determination of cost-effectiveness.
Two versions are available: the reduced input tool
(where energy consumption is known and a quote for
metering installation costs is available) and the full
input tool (where energy consumption for a building is
either estimated or consumption is known but a quote
for metering installation costs is not available). Heat
suppliers only need to complete one of these tools, in
accordance with the information that is available to
them.
Heat suppliers are advised to consult the respective
guidance before completing either of the costeffectiveness tools:
Where metering devices are present on networks
(regardless of the date of installation), heat suppliers
must ensure these devices accurately record customers’
consumption of heating, cooling or hot water and that
they remain in continuous operation.
Heat suppliers must use meter readings to bill to
customers. Bills must be issued at least annually and be

based on customers’ consumption of heating, cooling or
hot water, unless an exemption applies.
Some of these requirements are affected by transitional
arrangements in place between 27/11/2020 and
01/09/2022. For more details on these arrangements,
please consult the legislation and guidance.
Our involvement
OPSS has been appointed by BEIS to enforce the
Regulations in the UK. This involves receiving and
processing heat network notifications, maintaining a UK
-wide heat network database (which is not publicly
accessible), pursuing outstanding re-notification
submissions, verifying that metering devices have been
installed where required and are accurate and
continuously operate, and verifying that billing is based
on consumption data where required. OPSS also
responds to information provided by heat suppliers and
heat network customers regarding notification, metering
and billing issues affecting specific networks.
From: Department for Business, Energy &
Industrial Strategy
and
Office for Product Safety and Standards

The Office for Product Safety and Standards will be
hosting a series of webinars to clarify the changes in
regulations:
The sessions are tentatively planned as below:
9 February 2021 (afternoon) – HNMBR amendments
Overview
11 February 2021 (afternoon) – HNMBR amendments
Notifications
16 February 2021 (afternoon) – HNMBR amendments
Building classes and metering
18 February 2021 (afternoon) – HNMBR amendments
Cost-effectiveness tool
When links are available they will be shared with
members via the regular CRLA email updates.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF PHOTOGRAPHS IN
INVENTORIES
This should really be the importance of the RIGHT
photographs in Inventories. It is becoming widely
acknowledged that photographs are required within
inventories in order to provide evidence for deposit
disputes. Often without any photographs then Deposit
Protection Schemes can lean in favour of the tenant due
to lack of evidence provided by the landlord and their
agent. A tenant is only to say that the property was in
such a condition prior to the tenancy and quite rightly where is the proof otherwise? Detailed conditions in
Inventories are beneficial but not fool proof, whereas
the vague descriptions written in some can be
completely useless. For instance ‘Several scratches on
walls’ - this leads to further questions of - where? How
many? What colour? How obvious? How bad? Etc.
These can however all be answered with the correct
photographs and correlating descriptions.
This article will discuss the need for not just
photographs but the right photographs to be used in
reports. Firstly however it is important to acknowledge
the purpose of the inventory. The Inventory is primarily
to protect the landlords interest. It provides evidence of
the condition of the property prior to the tenancy. The
deposit is then taken as an assurance by the tenant to
protect against any damages. It is therefore within the
landlords interest to ensure that the Inventory will
provide accurate protection, and for the tenant to ensure
that the property has not been misrepresented in the
inventory.
The example that my colleague often uses is with taps.
The inventory lists ‘Silver taps’ in the basin section of
the bathroom. There is a photograph of the basin to
show everything is in place. However these are actually
designer taps that cost £1500 and during the tenancy,
the tenants swap these out for silver taps in similar
appearance that cost £50 and sell the original taps. What
protection does the landlord have? The photograph is
not close enough to be able to distinguish between the
two makes of taps. Even if the brand were to be listed in
the description - the tenant could argue that they did not
know the make of the tap and approved the inventory
unknowingly. This could then still be disputed.
However; if a clear photograph is taken of the taps close
up - then it can be discerned that the brand is visible and
the taps present at the Check Out are clearly not the
same taps. It is likely in this case that the landlord
would win the dispute.
Alternatively this protection can also cover the tenants.
Sticking with the basin theme – the inventory lists the
condition of the basin as ‘Several long scratches’ and
there is a photograph of the whole pedestal basin. At the
end of the tenancy the Check Out photographs show
that the basin has several large cracks across it. This
surely shows that damage has been caused during the
tenancy? However, the right photographs may have
shown that the cracks are in the exact same places as the
scratches were. Furthermore a diligent inventory clerk
may also have found that marks were apparent
underneath the basin during the inventory (also
photographed) showing that these were not in fact

scratches but hairline cracks. Therefore with normal
wear and tear over the tenancy; that could have lasted
several years, these cracks were a result of the original
damage. Now of course the deteriorating cracks should
have been reported to the Agent during the tenancy.
Any subsequent damage to the floor from water damage
would be shown with thorough photographs of the floor
in the inventory and the landlord may be able to claim
some costs.
When producing an inventory it is important to check
that the photographs taken provide evidence for proof of
damage - before that damage occurs. The only way to
ensure that the right photographs are taken is to be
thorough. There are areas that are commonly damaged
but the right clerks will ensure that all areas are covered
with clear pictures. Tom Derritts; a former tenancy
deposit adjudicator and now principal of Deposit Claim
explained to Property Hawk that; “too often landlords
concentrate on cataloguing the damage rather than the
parts of their buy-to-let properties that are in good
condition [. . .] The whole purpose of the inventory is to
show the property in its undamaged condition. Although
you need to log any imperfections, you won’t be
claiming on the deposit for pre-existing damage so there
is no point spending all your time documenting it”. It is
important to remember that the report will
need to be used in comparison with a Check Out report.
Therefore, the photographs in each report will need to
work together to show proof of damage to a previously
undamaged area.
The photographs need to be as clear as possible to
provide the level of detail required to see damage or
establish that there is no damage to an area. In order to
contain a large amount of photographs within a PDF
report - these photographs will have to be small. The
AIIC has found that often photographs no larger than
thumbnails are being submitted as evidence. These will
not be clear enough to establish damage, or lack of.
However by using digital software to create reports the
original larger images will be stored - still in their date/
time stamped form. These can then be used as more
accurate evidence within disputes. My Deposits notes
that the use of such software has helped to
“substantially reduce the number of disputes”. This is
partially due to the use of photographs to support the
written descriptions/conditions and the depth that the
electronic photographs provide.
Within this digital age it is unavoidable that photograph
evidence will be required in Inventories. However it is
important to consider the photographs taken and that
they are not provided at the expense of written
description. Photographs should be clear, thorough and
available in their original size. In order to provide this it
is therefore important to consider the software used to
create the report. It may also be worth considering how
this software enables a smooth Check Out with
comparable descriptions and photographs. This will
reduce the amount of disputes and provide better
protection for both the landlord and the tenant.
From Cornish Inventories
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WHAT ARE THE RISKS OF ‘DO-IT-YOURSELF’
DEPOSIT REPLACEMENT SCHEMES?
Deposit replacement schemes were born out of renters’
need for flexibility and as an alternative to the
traditional deposit model, which relies on often
substantial upfront costs.
Research by traditional deposit schemes show that the
average rental deposit in England and Wales in 2020 is
£1,139, albeit slightly lower in areas outside London
and the South East. In many cases, tenants will be
expected to pay a deposit for their new rental home
before having their deposit from their old property
returned, a scenario also known as a deposit ‘double
bubble’.
Due to the cash flow issues that are currently facing
many tenants - exacerbated by the coronavirus crisis deposit replacement schemes have grown in popularity.
But despite their increasing popularity, there is
significant debate surrounding deposit replacement
schemes. Concerns have been raised by many in the
industry, with some tenants claiming that they were mis
-sold schemes without being made aware of the nonrefundable nature of their payments.
What are deposit replacement schemes?
Deposit replacement schemes should offer tenants
choice, flexibility and transparency. Deposit
replacements come in a variety of models; however, the
common theme is that they replace the tenant’s need to
provide a one-off lump sum deposit with a deposit
replacement product, whereby the tenant pays by a nonrefundable fee.
The schemes guarantee the same financial protection to
the landlord as a traditional deposit; paying the landlord
any monies due if the tenant won’t and chasing the
tenant for the outlay the scheme has had to make. Some
schemes operate a pure insurance model whilst others
offer a membership style approach, in which the scheme
insures itself against any liabilities it has to pay.
Deposit replacement schemes remove landlords’ need to
register the deposit and therefore remove the risk of
fines for failing to protect that deposit.
However, some landlords might be wary of these
schemes for fear that the lack of a traditional cash
deposit encourages more cavalier behaviour by the
tenant in terms of honouring their obligations within the
tenancy agreement, and are therefore higher risk.
The Tenant Fees Act made it illegal to charge tenants
fees except for deposits and rents. Therefore it is only
legal to offer a deposit replacement option alongside a
traditional deposit. Landlords and agents cannot insist
on a tenant opting for a deposit replacement if they
would rather choose a traditional deposit.
Tenants may elect for a deposit replacement scheme
over a traditional deposit for a number of reasons. For
some renters, the flexibility of deposit replacement
schemes may help to support positive cash flow in an
ever-changing financial landscape. Deposit replacement
schemes also deal effectively with the deposit ‘double
bubble’ as physical money is not tied up in a custodial
tenancy deposit scheme or held by the landlord or agent.
These two benefits alone will no doubt form the basis of
the future ‘Boris Lifetime Deposit’.

Deposit replacements have slowly started to gain
traction over the last few years, with well-known
industry names joining several start-ups in the growing
niche market. This competition has increased the
transparency and expectations of customer service.
However, there have also been several ‘in-house’
deposit replacements developed by large letting
agencies, which has led to some concern over their
independence and motivations.
Risks of ‘do-it-yourself’ replacement options
A ‘do-it yourself’ deposit replacement scheme is a
deposit replacement option offered and operated by the
agents themselves. Recently, The Times shared a story
of a tenant who was shocked by the final bill she
received after opting for a deposit replacement scheme
run by an agency. However, the issue of mis-selling
“deposit-free” renting is not new.
Back in February 2020 the BBC highlighted the plight
of tenants who signed up to deposit-free options from
agencies, but were unaware that the money paid into the
scheme would be non-refundable and could not be used
to pay for any damages.
Whilst transparency over a tenant’s obligations is
important regardless of the deposit replacement scheme
used, it can be particularly problematic with agency
operated schemes which charge tenants significantly
more than specialist deposit replacement schemes.
The BBC found that some tenants were encouraged to
opt for deposit replacement schemes rather than
traditional deposit schemes without fully understanding
the ramifications of their decision.
Volunteer campaign group Generation Rent has also
warned against certain “deposit-free” products, calling
them "definitely not free and less protection for renters."
The group highlights that, unlike traditional deposit
schemes, deposit replacement schemes are not licensed
by the Government and are therefore open to possible
abuse.
Similarly, in some cases, rather than utilising
independent deposit replacement schemes, some agents
have been known to offer their tenants a ‘do-it-yourself’
version and have mis-sold deposit replacement
products, pressuring tenants into taking a ‘deposit-free’
option over a traditional lump sum deposit or charging
tenants additional fees to raise a dispute to dissuade
tenants from raising a dispute. Some agents push their
own ‘do-it-yourself’ model to fill the black hole left by
the tenant fee ban often failing to operate transparently
with renters.
It is far safer for landlords and their tenants to opt for
independent and established deposit replacement
schemes that fully explain how the scheme works.
There is no inherent problem with deposit replacement
schemes when designed correctly, transparently, and
with landlords and tenants in mind. They offer another
option to tenants who may seek a new route into renting
or to support their changing financial requirements.
Commenting on the issue, Sean Hooker, Head of
Redress at The Property Redress Scheme said:
“At the Property Redress Scheme, we have
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WHAT ARE THE RISKS OF ‘DO-IT-YOURSELF’
DEPOSIT REPLACEMENT SCHEMES?
unfortunately witnessed many cases of landlords and
tenants being mis-sold products within the private
rented sector. It is therefore incredibly important that
any tenant or landlord signing up for a deposit
replacement scheme does their research to ensure that
there are no hidden costs, clauses or surprises in store
further down the line. These alternatives only work
successfully if all parties understand the purpose and
workings of the scheme.
Agents should make sure that tenants are fully informed
of all the pros and cons of both traditional deposits and
alternative deposit replacement schemes before asking
their tenants and landlords to decide what option works
best for them. This will ensure that they are fully aware
of any potential costs that could crop up at a later
stage.
For this very reason, our parent company, Hamilton
Fraser, has launched its own deposit replacement
provider, Ome. Ome aims to support the ever-evolving
housing market and define the new standards expected
from a deposit replacement scheme, focusing on choice,
transparency and flexibility. Operating in the private
rented sector for over 25 years, Hamilton Fraser is well
placed to support the sector with existing industry and
deposit knowledge and established infrastructure.”
Benefits of independent deposit replacement schemes
Deposit replacement schemes can offer tenants new
levels of choice throughout their rental journey and
there are many benefits for agents too.
Deposit replacement options offer the same financial
protection as traditional deposit schemes, whilst
minimising legislative risk to agents and landlords and
reducing the threat of deposit protection related fines,
which come with non-compliance.
In addition, with a deposit replacement scheme both
parties save time and energy through the removal of
cash deposit admin.
Launched earlier this year, Ome, member of
the
Hamilton
Fraser
family
and
partner
of mydeposits, is a deposit replacement scheme which
offers a free adjudication service, just like traditional
deposit schemes. The wealth of knowledge gathered

from the years of successfully operating mydeposits, a
government authorised deposit scheme, has provided
significant insights into the changing needs of landlords,
agents and their tenants, and how they can be best
supported.
Ome’s promise is “… to provide a supportive solution
for those seeking a replacement to a traditional cash
deposit that can adapt to tenants’ individual
circumstances” and to diversify the rental market with
its unique transparency.
It is important that agents only offer deposit
replacement schemes to tenants who are fully aware of
the pros and cons of this option, and what they are
signing up for.
Co-founder
of
Ome,
Matthew
Hooker,
commented: “The rental market is ever-changing, and
deposit replacement schemes offer a viable alternative
for many modern renters looking for a substitute
solution to the traditional deposit.
It is unfortunate that some renters feel they were missold deposit replacement schemes, and the Hamilton
Fraser group is well aware of the pitfalls surrounding
these alternatives. We felt that the best way to tackle
these issues was to launch Ome, in order to offer
renewed choice to the lettings market, whilst
maintaining the rental wellbeing of tenants, landlords
and agents.”
The positives and negatives of deposit replacement
schemes have been well-documented and discussed
within the industry. But unfortunately, there are still
cases where agents have pushed their tenants towards
deposit replacement schemes without ensuring they
fully understand how they work.
Despite these negative cases, when properly explained
and transparent, for many tenants deposit replacement
schemes are a viable and supportive rental option,
providing them with increased flexibility and, most
importantly, choice. Therefore, as long as all parties
have researched and understood how the schemes work,
deposit replacement schemes can offer a competitive
and progressive option within the UK rental market.
From Property Redress Scheme

MOULD? OH THAT’S THE LANDLORD’S
RESPONSIBILITY, SAY MOST TENANTS
Two thirds of people who have experienced mould are
tenants in private, social or student housing according to
a new survey.
Comparison service Uswitch questioned 2,000 adults
across the country on 20 aspects of mould, and
discovered:
• 64 per cent of those who've experienced mould
were tenants in privately rented, council, or student
accommodation;
• two thirds believed mould to be entirely the
landlord's responsibility;
• 40 per cent claimed they wouldn’t clean mould
themselves;

•

of those tenants with mould, 40 per cent said they
dried their clothes indoors while 22 per cent left the
kitchen or bathroom door open while cooking or
showering, and 11 per cent admitted folding the
shower curtain while it was still wet.
Uswitch energy expert Sarah Bloomfield says: “With
the findings that the majority of those who experience
mould are tenants, it’s advisable that they contact their
landlord to come to an agreement on how to tackle it.
Tenants should also be aware that if they pay the
heating bills themselves, they have the right to switch
energy suppliers to find a cheaper deal.”
From Landlord Today
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DANGEROUS CLADDING: ‘FIRE PATROLS AT OUR
FLATS COST US £500,000’
Three years after the Grenfell fire, many buildings
with dangerous cladding still have 24-hour fire
safety patrols - introduced originally as a temporary
measure. Now, thousands more homeowners are
being forced to pay for "waking watches" with no
end in sight.
In November 2017, when people in high-vis jackets
arrived at Ritu Saha's block in Bromley, south-east
London, she was told not to worry: they'd be gone by
January.
Three years and about £500,000 of charges to flat
owners in the block later, they are still there.
Most of the cladding - the type that caused the Grenfell
fire to spread so fast, killing 72 people - has been
removed from Ritu's flat.
But entire walls would need to be demolished to clear it
away entirely, Ritu says.
The contractors suggest the task is too difficult, and the
remaining cladding may have to stay, along with other
safety measures to prevent a deadly fire. The fire
brigade says that could mean the waking watch has to
stay.
"Will we have these fire wardens for the rest of our
lives?" Ritu asks. The patrols have already cost her, on
average, more than £300 a month for the last three
years, totalling £11,700.
Price of fire patrols
• £137 average monthly cost to a flat owner
• £256 the average in London
• £14 average hourly rate earned by fire warden though some earn up to £30p/h
Averages are median. Source: Ministry of Housing,
Communities & Local Government
A university administrator and one of the founders of
the UK Cladding Action Group, she says she cannot
bear the cost much longer - "I will be ruined, basically,
if that happens."
Costs for the fire patrols vary hugely, with flat owners
often saying they are imposed with little notice or
consultation.
Government research suggests the typical flat owner
pays £137 a month, or £256 in London - about £11,000
to £15,000 per block each month. Fire wardens are
mostly paid around £14 an hour - but some earn up to
£30 an hour, the government says.
And the number of affected buildings continues to rise:
in London, 573 blocks now have the patrols, up from
286 in March.
One flat owner in east London tells the BBC the waking
watch introduced at his block in July costs the
equivalent of £1,300 per flat every month. At the
moment, the bill is being paid by the housing
association, but he says if the costs cannot be recovered
from the original developer or through the building
warranty, leaseholders will be charged.
The leasehold system in England and Wales means
many flat owners do not own their property outright, but
instead buy the right to use it for a fixed period of time often between 99 and 125 years.
Their buildings are owned by a freeholder, who charges

them a small annual rent, plus money for repairs - which
can mean huge bills for issues such as cladding.
"The buck keeps being passed between each body," the
flat owner says. "What are they trying to do to
leaseholders? Are they really trying to bankrupt us?"
Some residents have organised their own waking watch
to reduce the cost, with volunteers covering many of the
shifts, sometimes in the face of opposition from
insurers.
Ritu says she would rush home from work to start her
19:00 to midnight shift. A retired woman in her block
would take some of the night shifts, staying up from
midnight to 07:00 three nights a week to watch for signs
of a blaze.
'People will lose their homes'
A fire alarm can be fitted for the same average cost as
just seven weeks of waking watch, government research
suggests. But in practice it rarely works out that way:
many leaseholders are required by the National Fire
Chiefs Council to maintain patrols so they can help
evacuate the building in the event of a fire.
Ritu now has eight highly sensitive smoke and heat
detectors scattered around her one-and-a-half bedroom
flat, frequently setting off false alarms.
But fitting the system - which cost leaseholders
£120,000 - only allowed residents to reduce their
waking watch from two people to one, still leaving them
a £12,000 monthly bill between them.
Matt Browne and Lizzie Bennett are among thousands
of flat owners who discovered in the last year they lived
in a dangerous block that would require 24-hour fire
patrols when they tried to sell.
Their estate agent told them their building, in
Birmingham city centre, had failed its external wall fire
review, known as EWS1.
The review process - demanded by lenders - was
extended to many more buildings in January this year
with a change of government guidance. Blocks that fail
because of dangerous cladding, like Matt and Lizzie's,
are valued at £0, cannot be mortgaged and are almost
impossible to sell.
Since then, their building's service charge has risen from
£950 every six months to £4,629 to pay for a £17,000-amonth waking watch, a £150,000 alarm system (not yet
installed) and a 300% increase in insurance bills.
"It's unfathomable, you can't really wrap your head
around the idea that it costs this much to live in a onebedroom flat," says Lizzie, a primary school teacher.
She has suffered anxiety and sleeplessness over the
mounting costs, but says: "It's been a constant battle of
trying to keep it together because I can't show emotion
at work, I have to be there for the children."
Like many leaseholders, they hope their building wins
some of the £1.6bn of government funding to remove
dangerous cladding when applications close this month.
But Matt says the Building Safety Fund is "nowhere
near big enough" to meet demand.
The 26-year-old video producer has been exhausted by
the process after six months. "I know people have been
fighting this for years already," he says. "We are at a
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DANGEROUS CLADDING: ‘FIRE PATROLS AT OUR
FLATS COST US £500,000’
stage now where in the next year you will start seeing
people go bankrupt and people will start losing their
homes."
In 2019, solicitor Peter Tolson signed up to help run his
block's management company in order to push forward
some minor repairs.
He's seen the impact the charges have had on fellow
residents - some have lost their jobs in the pandemic since the flats in east London failed their EWS1 earlier
this year.
"We had people literally banging on our doors, crying,
banging the door down at this thought of paying a grand
or two grand a month to pay for waking watch on top of
insurance costs," he says.
They have since reduced the costs by arguing they did
not need such extensive patrol coverage. But residents
have nicknamed the waking watch "the Wombles" and
don't regard them as a serious safety measure.
Residents complain the wardens just sit around, Peter
says. He questions the likelihood of them being in just
in the right spot at the right time when a fire is visible
behind a flat door with time still to evacuate.
Meanwhile, each week more flat owners discover they
are in the same situation. Olivia Hill, a PhD student,
helped form the Sheffield Cladding Action Group after
discovering her block had failed its assessment last
month.
She says residents face an uncomfortable choice

between protection from the dangers of fire and letting
strangers into their building. "I live on my own, I'm a
young woman, it's easy to feel unsafe," Olivia says.
Having done all the due diligence when she purchased it
last year, she was shocked to discover potentially deadly
faults are still being discovered in buildings more than
three years after Grenfell.
"It's been going on so long and potentially there's no end
in sight," Olivia says. "It could keep going on that long
for us."
The Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local
Government said waking watches should only be used
"as an interim measure", adding: "They are not a
substitute for the swift removal of unsafe cladding.
"Where leaseholders have concerns about waking watch
costs they should speak to their building owner, who is
responsible for putting safety measures in place.
Leaseholders can also challenge excessive costs at the
First Tier Tribunal."
From BBC News

Many thanks to Jeff Hick for bringing
this article to our attention.
Jeff Hick provides FREE initial advice on
fire safety to CRLA members
Tel: 01872 277256
Email: jeffhick@hotmail.com

A TINY FLAME TO A RAGING 8000 CELSIUS INFERNO
IN LESS THAN THREE MINUTES!
A recent incident in my own HMO with fan heaters
plugged in but hidden behind bedding making the place
an absolute death trap made me realise just how little
tenants (and indeed most landlords) understand about
fire safety.
Most tenants, and many landlords, don’t really
comprehend that, even with modern ‘fire-resistant’
furniture, fire can progress from the first, tiny, flame to
a raging 800 Celsius inferno in less than three minutes.
Let that sink in.
The time from an item of furniture, fabric, or papers
catching light from an initial smouldering flame to an
all-engulfing fireball that no-one can survive is UNDER
THREE MINUTES.
But actually, it’s far worse than that.
Because within the first two minutes the room fills with
choking, poisonous, lung-boiling smoke.
And it is this smoke that kills most people. They don’t
actually live long enough to die of burns.
Although by two minutes, if you haven’t escaped you’d
be suffering life-changing third-degree burns.
A house fire in a rental property, HMO or even your
own home can be caused by very many things including
an overloaded or faulty multi-way adaptor, phone
charger, fan heater or oil-fired heater, hairdryer, cooling
-tongs.
In the kitchen, the most likely causes are a fat fire on the

stove, a tumble dryer with an over-full fluff filter or a
faulty washing machine, dishwasher or fridge.
Unaware of the massive danger it creates in a fire
situation, tenants merrily wedge open fire doors they
find inconvenient, and they cover or disable vital smoke
alarms putting at risk their own lives, and those of
everyone in the property.
For older landlords, they probably remember fire
education in their youth where there was generally ten
minutes or more before the horsehair and wool even
started to burn significantly.
Modern furnishings are not like that. They are full of
synthetic foam that goings up like crazy once the fireresistant fabric gives up the ghost. And these modern
materials give off highly poisonous gases like Cyanide,
Phosgene (WWII nerve gas) and Carbon Monoxide.
From Property118
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56% OF LANDLORDS HAVE LOST RENTAL INCOME
DURING THE PANDEMIC
Over half of private landlords have lost rental income as
a result of the COVID-19 pandemic according to new
research published today.
A third of landlords have also indicated that they were
now more likely to either leave the market entirely or
sell some of their properties.
Interim findings from the National Residential
Landlords Association’s survey for the fourth quarter of
2020 have found that 56% had lost rental income as a
result of the pandemic, with 12% having lost more than
20% of that income.
Of all those who had lost rental income, 22% had lost
more than £5,000 and 59% had lost more than £1,000.
36% said that the losses are continuing to increase.
The findings show also that 26% of respondents had lost
non-rental income because of the pandemic, with 12%
having lost more than 20% of this. Of those who had
lost non-rental income, 41% have lost more than

£1,000, with 20% having lost more than £5,000.
Responding to the interim results, Ben Beadle, Chief
Executive of the National Residential Landlords
Association said:
“Although most landlords have done everything they
can to help tenants affected as a result of the pandemic,
we have now reached the end of what they are able to
do.
“Simply continuing to ban repossessions just means that
tenants struggling to pay their rent are accumulating
more debt reducing the chances that they will be able to
pay it off. This ultimately will put more renters at risk
of losing their homes.
“Ministers need to develop a proper plan to sustain
tenancies and help the rental market recover. This needs
to include a financial package to enable tenants to pay
off any arrears built as a direct result of the pandemic.”
From Property118

MORE THAN 800,000 RENTERS IN ARREARS DUE TO
COVID
Ministers need to act now to prevent the crisis
engulfing the private rented sector.
Over 800,000 private renters in England and Wales
have built rent arrears since lockdown measures began
according to estimates from new research published
today.
A survey of tenants for the National Residential
Landlords
Association
by
the
research
consultancy Dynata suggests that 7 per cent of private
renters have built arrears due to Covid. Applied across
the sector that would amount to 840,000 tenants. Whilst
the average arrears were between £251 and £500, the
survey finds that of those in arrears, 18% now have rent
debts of more than £1,000. This would equate to over
150,000 renters.
The survey finds that younger people are most likely to
have been affected with 14 per cent of renters aged 18
to 24 and 10 per cent of those aged 25 to 34
having built arrears since March.
The self-employed who rent were also most likely to be
in arrears, with 17 per cent saying they had developed
rent debts since March.
Regionally, 11 per cent of renters in the West Midlands
had built arrears since March the largest proportion of
any region in England and Wales. This was followed by
London where 9% of renters had accrued arrears.

Responding to the findings, Ben Beadle, Chief
Executive of the National Residential Landlords
Association said:
“Our research highlights in stark terms the rent debt
crisis now engulfing the rental market.
“Whilst the vast majority of landlords have done
everything possible to support tenants affected due to
COVID-19, expecting them to muddle through without
further support is hurting tenants as well as landlords.
“Ministers need to accept that simply banning
repossessions does nothing to keep tenants in their
homes long term. In fact, it will achieve the complete
opposite - kicking the can down the road just means
larger debts piling up, creating a bigger problem for
tenants and also for landlords.
To sustain tenancies the Government needs to provide
an urgent financial package to get rent debts built due to
the pandemic paid off.”
To keep tenants in their homes, the NRLA is renewing
its call for a financial package to help struggling renters
to pay off arrears built since lockdown measures began.
This should include a mixture of government
guaranteed, interest free, hardship loans and a boost to
benefits for those relying on them rather than cutting
this support as announced in the Spending Review.
From NRLA

ONE MILLION HOUSEHOLDS FACE UC DEBT
DEDUCTIONS
One million households face UC debt deductions
More than one million households who were forced to
claim universal credit (UC) when coronavirus struck are
having debt deductions taken from their benefit
payments, according to a child poverty charity.
The Government suspended some deductions for three

months from April 2020 as part of its emergency
response to the pandemic. However, deductions for the
repayment of UC advances were not part of the
suspension.
An analysis by Child Poverty Action Group for
the COVID Realities research project found that nearly
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ONE MILLION HOUSEHOLDS FACE UC DEBT
DEDUCTIONS
two thirds (63%) of those who claimed UC between
March and June are having deductions taken from their
monthly payments, compared with 41% of all UC
claimants.
According to the charity, this means a million new UC
claimants will be living on less than their assessed need,
and almost all of them were forced to get an advance to
get them through the five-week wait for a first UC
payment.
The Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) says
that UC repayments can be spread across two years of
payments rather than one.
Deductions can be taken from benefits for a range of
reasons including repayment of a UC advance, legacy
benefit overpayments, budgeting loans, rent arrears,
utilities bills and mortgage interest. For claimants,
deductions are limited to 30% of the UC monthly
standard allowance but this still means that £179 for
couples can be deducted each month.
An analysis by Child Poverty Action Group shows that
the average household in poverty is 23% below the
poverty line.
For a couple with two children, that means they are
£400 per month below the after housing costs poverty
line. If this family has to repay an advance, this will
push them to £500 per month below the poverty line.
And if they have additional deductions on top of
repayments of a UC advance, they could drop to £579
per month under the poverty line.
Around 1,060,000 COVID UC claimants have a
deduction of some kind from their UC. Of those,
810,000 are repaying an advance only, 50,000 have a
deduction for another reason and 200,000 have
deductions to repay a UC advance and another debt.

Dr Ruth Patrick, lecturer in Social Policy and Social
Work, who leads COVID Realities and co-authored the
report, said: ‘When the pandemic struck millions of
families were forced on to universal credit and hoped
for safe harbour there. In reality, they found a system
that expects them to survive for five weeks without any
payments or, if they take an advance, to live on much
less than their assessed need so that they can repay
money they had no option but to ask for.
‘The pandemic has exposed just how harsh and
nonsensical this is. It has shone a light on the hardship
faced by UC claimants – both those who were claiming
before the pandemic and those who had to claim
because of it – many of whom are forced to struggle to
get by on significantly less than what the Government’s
own benefit calculations suggest they need.
‘The Government should respond to the many calls for
reform and make advances non-repayable. That would
take UC a step closer to being fit for purpose and offer
some hope to the many families receiving UC who are
going into a new year worrying about the new
restrictions, school closures and whether they can stay
afloat financially.’
A Department for Work and Pensions spokesperson
said: ‘Advance payments are available to claimants in
need of urgent financial support, and from later this year
claimants will be able to spread the repayment of this
across two years of payments rather than one. For
claimants who find themselves in unexpected hardship,
the spreading of payments can be deferred for up to
three months.’
From localgov.co.uk

CITIZENS ADVICE CLAIMS TO HAVE ONE PRIVATE
RENTAL CASE EVERY TWO MINUTES
The Citizens Advice charity claims to have dealt with a
private rental sector case “every two minutes” during
December - and now wants financial help for tenants
with Covid-created arrears.
The charity claims that 500,000 private tenants in the
UK are behind on their rent, and that 58 per cent of
those had no rent arrears in February 2020.
“On average, people who have fallen behind on rent
now owe £730, which would mean around £360m is
owed across the country. Mortgage payers have been
able to benefit from formal payment holidays, but
renters have been forced to fall back on negotiating
month-by-month with their landlords” claims the
charity.
A quarter of those the charity surveyed who have rent
arrears have already been threatened with eviction,
termination of their rental contract, or handed an
eviction notice despite the current rules, it is claimed.
Citizens Advice is calling for a legal ban on bailiff
action and pause on all possession proceedings during

the national lockdown in England beyond the current
January 11 deadline, plus “targeted financial support for
people in England who’ve built up rent arrears” along
the lines of the government-backed loans operating in
Wales and Scotland.
“As Coronavirus restrictions once again tighten for
everyone, the government must not forget the struggles
of private renters. They currently face the prospect of
losing their home once the eviction ban ends next week
and the debt they have built up is likely to cast a long
shadow over their future” says Alistair Cromwell,
acting chief executive of Citizens Advice.
“Even though many landlords are trying their best to
support their tenants, thousands of renters could face
eviction in the coming months without further help. The
government must act decisively to prevent evictions in
areas subject to the highest coronavirus restrictions.
And they should provide targeted support to help people
escape the trap of rent arrears in the New Year.”
From Landlord Today
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FROM ONE EXTREME TO THE OTHER (SEX TOYS TO
SECTION 21)
Mike Morgan, Hamilton Fraser’s Legal Division
Manager and Head of HF Assist, the lettings helpline,
provides their top 10 enquiries from agents in 2020.
At this time of year, when we find ourselves in (now
remote) offices, working days that begin and end in
darkness, we thought we’d reflect on the wide range of
enquiries that come across an HF Assist advisor’s desk.
Some are funny, most will help the average property
professional with their day-to-day job and one even
includes whips, chains and nipple tassels!
Here are our top 10 enquiries from 2020, based on the
most common, the most interesting, and the most
bizarre …
1. Section 8 and Section 21 Notices
We get many enquiries about whether to use a Section 8
(fault based) or Section 21 (no fault) Notice seeking
possession. With all the changes due to COVID-19, its
understandable that landlords get confused about which
might be best, or what length notice to give. We’ve also
got really good at breaking the bad news about Section
21 Notices needing six months!
2. Electrical safety, with a contractor insisting a new
certificate is needed for every new tenancy
Much of the advice we give is about myths,
misunderstandings, or managing expectations. Every
electrical installation in residential premises must be
inspected and tested every five years - or sooner if that
is what the most recent Electrical Installation Condition
Report stated. We see many cases where electricians
report that a test must be carried out for every new
tenancy. It’s not what the law requires, but a great way
for electricians to boost their income. We advise agents
to confirm that their contractors will only require testing
sooner than five years where there are genuine technical
reasons for requiring this.
3. No DSS tenants
Housing benefit discrimination was confirmed as
unlawful in a landmark court ruling this summer. We
still get asked “Can my landlord refuse benefit tenants?”
The answer is no - we recommend that landlords
consider all prospective tenants based on their
individual circumstances and merits. If a decision is
made not to accept a tenant, it should be based on
affordability, not their status as a benefit recipient.
4. Right to Rent and Brexit (!)
No surprises that this is a hot topic! There won’t be any
significant change for tenants who are already in
tenancy agreements, unless they are subject to visa
review checks. Agents should continue to conduct right
to rent checks on EU, EEA and Swiss citizens in the
same way as now, usually by checking and making a
copy of an EEA national’s passport or identity card,
until 1 January 2021.The arrangement remains the same
if the UK leaves the EU with or without a deal, with the
Government also confirming landlords will not need to
check if new EEA and Swiss tenants arrived before or
after the UK left the EU, or if they have status under the
EU Settlement Scheme or European temporary leave to
remain. There will also be no requirement to
retrospectively check the status of EU, EEA or Swiss

tenants or their family members who entered into a
tenancy agreement before 1 January 2021. Irish citizens
will continue to have the right to rent in the UK and
prove their right to rent as they do now, for example
using their passport.
5. Money laundering
This can catch agents unawares and prompts some
worried calls to the helpline. Remember that letting
agents who manage properties which, individually,
yield an income of 10,000 Euros per month (or
equivalent) or more, must now comply with
regulations.
6. Data protection – including an angry father
wanting to see correspondence between a letting
agent and his son, the tenant
We get lots of questions about data protection – for
example, “Can my landlord see the references we
obtained for the tenant?” (yes, they are a party to the
contract and the references you completed on their
behalf), and “Can I pass the tenants’ details to a
contractor without getting a data protection
complaint?” (yes – make sure it’s covered in your data
privacy notice). This week saw a letting agent dealing
with a deposit dispute and a tenant whose father insisted
on seeing the emails between his son and the agent. If
the son had authorised his father to deal with matters on
his behalf (and therefore to see communications
between him and the agent) this would be no
problem. For reasons unexplained (!) the son did not
want his father to see the emails in this case, and the
agent needed to direct the father’s frustration towards
his son …
7. Guarantors
This is a common topic, with agents worried about
guarantors being ‘let off the hook’ and guarantors
wanting exactly that! We advised that it would be
sensible to include the guarantor so all parties know
where they are - but to make sure that there is no
liability owed by the tenant when surrendering the
tenancy. Agents can sign on behalf of a landlord where
they have the landlord's authority to do so (this might
for instance be set out in terms and conditions with the
landlord) – but should make sure that they have
something in writing from the landlord agreeing to the
terms of the surrender for their file ….
8. Notice and counter-notice
As if all the changes – and resulting confusion – on
notice periods wasn’t enough, we get lots of queries
about what happens where a Section 21 Notice is
served, and the tenant advises they will be leaving
before the notice has expired. It is perfectly in order for
tenants to give counter notice - if the tenancy is periodic
- but the normal rules apply irrespective of whether the
landlord has served notice or not. So, tenants must give
one month’s written notice and should be advised that if
you cannot rent the property, they will be liable for the
rent on the property until their month’s notice period
expires.
9. Safety glass, and the replacement of a window
before a tenancy can begin
An agent was due to complete a tenancy of a new build
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on a Friday, but the building inspector had failed to
issue the certificate of completion because a window
needs to be replaced. Did this mean the tenancy had to
be postponed? The window could be replaced early the
following week, with the building inspector due to visit
again the same day. Given the short timescales
involved, we recommended confirming that the tenancy
could carry on provided that room is not used until the
Certificate of Completion has been issued (i.e. it has
been signed off by the building inspector).
10. Whips, chains and nipple tassels

This year’s prize must however go to an agent calling
for advice on how long to keep belongings left behind
by a tenant at the end of their tenancy. We advised that
the tenancy agreement may provide for what happens in
this situation; if not, the items can be removed and put
into storage, and in theory the costs of storage recovered
from the tenant. Our agent asked whether the tenant
might be too embarrassed to come back to collect their
belongings, which consisted of whips, chains and nipple
tassels…
From Property Redress Scheme

PRIVATE LANDLORDS GIVING MORE SUPPORT TO
TENANTS THAN SOCIAL SECTOR
Private landlords have been giving more help to tenants
who cannot pay their rent as a result of Covid than those
in the social sector according to the English Housing
Survey, published today.
Since the start of the pandemic 6% of private renters
had secured a reduction in their rent payments
compared to only 2% in the social sector.
Another 5% of private renters had agreed a rent holiday
with their landlord, compared to 3% in the social sector
and an additional 12% of private tenants had reached
another agreement with their landlord, compared to 9%
of social tenants.
The greater support being provided by private landlords
came despite social renters being more likely to be in
rent arrears.
In June-July this year, 13% of social renters reported

being in arrears compared with 7% in the private sector.
The NRLA is warning that whilst these figures are a
welcome reflection of the support tenants have been
receiving, most landlords have reached the limits of the
help they can provide.
Ben Beadle, Chief Executive of the NRLA said: “These
figures prove what we have been saying, that many
private landlords have done everything they can to
support renters affected by the pandemic. But their
ability to provide further help has run out. The
Government needs a proper plan to get Covid-related
arrears paid off and sustain tenancies. Simply banning
repossessions temporarily is just kicking the can down
the road and is just making the eventual problems worse
for both tenants and landlords.”
From NRLA

HELPING LANDLORDS AND TENANTS
I wonder if you know anyone who
has had their income adversely
affected by COVID over the last
several months particularly with
the announcements.
Friends, family, landlords and
tenants. The company I work with
from home is looking for more

people to start immediately. I am trying to help as many
people as possible to improve their financial situation at
this crazy time and just wondered if I could help anyone
you know. It’s flexible, rewarding and fun with plenty
of positive support!'
Ley Adewole
Tel: 07957347873
Email: leyadewole@aol.com

PROPERTY FRAUDSTERS ORDERED TO PAY £150,000
COMPENSATION
Two women who were jailed for running a fraudulent
property lettings agency in Truro returned to court this
week in an action brought by Cornwall Council Trading
Standards under the Proceeds of Crime Act.
In April 2019 Elizabeth Ann Treneer, then 38, of
Chapel Meadows, Perranwell Station, admitted running
a fraudulent business designed to deprive its victims of
rental and deposit payments. She also admitted having
tried to undermine the criminal investigation by
manufacturing false documents.

Her mother, Angela Colleen Treneer, then 72, of Cogos
Park, Mylor Bridge, admitted abusing her position of
trust by failing to ensure that deposit and rental
payments were properly safeguarded and passed onto
customers.
Elizabeth Ann Treneer was sentenced to 40 months in
prison. Her mother, Angela Colleen Treneer, was
sentenced to 20 months in prison.
This week (December 21) Truro Crown Court heard
(Continued on page 26)
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PROPERTY FRAUDSTERS ORDERED TO PAY £150,000
COMPENSATION
evidence that between them, the mother and daughter
had benefitted from their criminal behaviour to the
value of £605,573. However, all that was left of their
recoverable assets was now £150,012 and the court
ordered that this amount be paid back as compensation
to 30 of the fraud victims. It further ordered that the
money be paid back within three months or the two
women would face another 18 months in prison.
Ben Adams, Trading Standards Officer who led this
investigation, said: "This has been a very long and
complicated investigation and even the Proceeds of
Crime process has taken almost two years to complete.
Many of the victims involved were vulnerable, either
because of their age, their financial position or because
they were working far from Cornwall and these two
women took full advantage of that.
"So it is pleasing to finally see all aspects of the case
concluded and for all of the victims compensated for
their losses. Thirty of the victims involved in the case
will receive 88.5% of their principal sum losses through
this Court Order, with the remaining 10 either having

already been fully repaid or otherwise accounted for by
having secured charges on the two properties owned by
Colleen Treneer and her daughter Ann.”
Cllr Rob Nolan, Cornwall Council’s Cabinet Member
for the Environment and Public Protection, praised the
efforts of the Trading Standards team.
He said: “The time, effort and dedication involved in
bringing this fraudulent business before the Courts
cannot be underestimated. Throughout the whole
process both offenders have frustrated the investigating
officers and the Courts in the same way as they had
their clients for almost 10 years.
"But the prison sentences imposed and now the
significant compensation order awarded must clearly
serve as a warning to anyone else who may contemplate
exploiting Cornwall’s residents.”
From Cornwall Councill

HMRC NAMES AGENCIES BREACHING ANTI-MONEY
LAUNDERING PROCESSES
Estate agencies have been named by HM Revenue &
Customs for breaching anti-money laundering
regulations.
The list of those breaching the rules include Landmark
Sales & Lettings Limited in Reading, which is said to
have failed to conduct due diligence and timing of
verification. The agency was given a £5,250 fine.
And Robert Holmes, an agency in Wimbledon, south
west London, was fined £6,591 for “failures in having
the correct policies, controls and procedures; internal
controls; conducting due diligence and timing of
verification” according to the HMRC.
A money transfer firm run by a former agency - MR
Global - was fined a record £23m, although this was not
connected with agency activity.
Nick Sharp, deputy director at HMRC’s fraud
investigation service, says: “Money laundering is not a
victimless crime. Criminals use laundered cash to fund
serious organised crime, from drug importation to child
sexual exploitation, human trafficking and even
terrorism.
“We’re here to help businesses protect themselves from
those who would prey on their services. That includes
taking action against the minority who fail to meet their
legal obligations under the regulations as this record
fine clearly shows.”
Now the Guild of Property Professionals believes it is
shocking that while HMRC’s public list named only
four companies, two were agents.
Guild compliance office Paul Offley says: “This is
another warning to the industry that firms must have a
clear Anti Money Laundering strategy for their

businesses, regardless of the business size, transaction
levels or whether they know every single customer they
deal with if they want to avoid any financial or
reputational damage to their business.”
He says different agencies will employ different
methods of completing AML verification with clients.
“However it is important to remember that if you chose
an electronic provider route, then firms still has to
ensure that they have policies, procedures and controls
in place; they still have to have completed a business
risk assessment, they still need to demonstrate the
training they undertake with their teams, they still need
to ensure that any ‘high risk’ assessment case receives
enhanced due diligence, they still need to have a process
for ongoing customer due diligence – and for every
single seller or buyer they must be able to demonstrate
they have completed a risk assessment; completed
verification checks, checked on PEP and Financial
Sanctions status – all before a business relationship
commences” he insists.
“Having the right procedures in place will assist in
eradicating the practice of money laundering through
the UK’s property market, and secondly it will protect
agents and their business from being linked to criminal
activity. Estate and lettings agents need to be able to
demonstrate the correct AML procedures in the event of
an unexpected visit from HMRC. It is crucial that every
agent, whether in sales or lettings is up to date with the
latest changes to the regulations and ensures that their
business policy is regularly reviewed to ensure it falls in
line with the latest requirements” Offley concludes.
From Estate Agent Today
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JAIL FOR LANDLORD WHO BREACHED
HARASSMENT COURT ORDER
A landlord who breached a court order not to harass or
evict his tenants has been given a prison sentence.
Saakib Khan, who lives in Nottingham, was sentenced
to jail for being in contempt of court for breaching an
injunction – prohibiting him from harassing or evicting
a couple from their rental home.
After being found guilty last month, the judge sentenced
Khan to a six-month prison sentence: he has since
appealed but this has been rejected.
During the national lockdown in March, Khan served a
handwritten ‘notice of eviction’ to his tenants. There
were allegations that he had tried to force the couple to
leave by changing the locks, and in April Khan was
formally warned by the council and Nottinghamshire
Police that his behaviour could be seen by a Court as a
criminal offence (Protection from Eviction Act 1977).
He was advised to desist with any further action and
seek legal advice on the correct process to follow to
evict his tenants. In spite of these warnings, the council
was told that further attempts were made by Khan and
his associates to force the couple to leave the property.
This included an allegation of assault against the female
tenant

The couple who rent the property instructed the
Nottingham Law Centre, which applied for an urgent
injunction, and an interim order was granted in May.
The order instructed Khan that he should not evict or
attempt to evict the claimants without a court order. It
also instructed him not to interfere with the tenants’
rights to ‘quiet enjoyment’ or their home, or to use or
threaten them with violence, or harassment or pestering
or intimidation.
In May, the tenants attended court for the full injunction
hearing but on returning home they found Khan on site
with a locksmith. The locks to the property were being
changed and they were refused entry to recover their
possessions and their cat who was being kept locked
inside. The police attended and an arrest was made.
Nottingham Law Centre applied to court for a
committal hearing because of Khan breaching the
injunction, and last month he was found guilty of
contempt of court at Nottingham County Court
From Landlord Today

MEMBER BENEFITS
Accountancy Services and Tax Advice—FREE
INITIAL ADVICE RELATING TO YOUR
LETTINGS BUSINESS
John Savage Accountancy
Tel: John on 01872 271947
Email: john@johnsavageaccountancy.co.uk
Beauty Treatments and Massage—DISCOUNT
Darling Angels @ Rococo
28 Lemon Street, Truro, Cornwall TR1 2LS
Tel: 07833 473716
www.darlingangels.co.uk
10% discount for CRLA members off all full price
massage and beauty treatments
Building Supplies
B&Q DISCOUNTS through Tradepoint
Remember to use your Tradepoint Card whenever you
visit a B&Q store (even if you use the 'ordinary' cash
desk and not a Tradepoint designated till.)
Travis Perkins
Quote Card Number A17132
Account Number RR6792
This is a cash account so you will still need to pay for
goods at the time of ordering/collection
Carpets—DISCOUNTS
THE CARPET SHOP
Covering Mid Cornwall
A wide range of carpet ,vinyl, tiles and laminate
Free Expert advice
Free measuring and estimates

10% discount for all members!
30a Fair Street
St. Columb
TR9 6RL
Contact: John Clements
Shop 01637 881666
Mobile 07813179291
Email: jclements589@aol.com
Website: www.thecarpetshop.net
Cleaning and Gardening—DISCOUNTS
Taylor Maids Cornwall
Tel: Louise on 07460575391
Email: Taylormaidscornwall@gmail.com
Luxe Holiday Housekeepers
Tel: 07482366173
Email: luxeholidayservices@gmail.com
The Cornish Holiday Housekeepers Team
07474798764
Counselling—DISCOUNTS
Just Be Yourself
Tel: Bhavna on 07946 423 787
Email:puretherapy1@yahoo.co.uk
http://www.counselling-directory.org.uk/counsellors/
bhavna-raithatha/
Professional counselling from a highly qualified,
experienced and accredited counsellor based in
Newquay. I provide both telephone and face to face
(Continued on page 28)
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counselling for any issue ranging from anxiety and
depression, to relationship issues and abuse. Please see
my listing for more details: http://www.counsellingdirectory.org.uk/counsellors/bhavna-raithatha
Immediate appointments available. 10% discount for
CRLA members and family.
Damp Service—DISCOUNTS
Chris Reynolds Independent Damp Services
Tel: 07775 927151
Email: chrisreynoldsservices@gmail.com
https://www.chrisreynoldsservices.com//
10% Discount
Debt Collection—DISCOUNTS
COLLECTaDEBTpro.com
Tel: 0845 218 5225
Email: sales@collectadebtpro.com
Online, set fee debt recovery solution which includes
intelligent multimedia strategies, investigations, trace
and litigation if required. You only pay our low set price
per account (no other costs or commissions are charged)
and most clients actually receive our services for FREE.
The CRLA have negotiated a preferential members
discount of 25% on all packages. Please use the
discount code “CRLA25” when instructing us via our
online portal at www.collectadebtpro.com.
Electrical Goods—DISCOUNTS
Dixons (Includes Currys, PCWorld, Carphone
Warehouse if in-store with any of these)
Minimum 5% discount
Contact Ruth Clarke to register for these discounts
Discounts are NOT available in-store, only on-line or
telephone
Electrician—DISCOUNTS
Guy Foreman Electrics
Tel: Guy on 01326 241773 or 07736308299
Email: guyforeman.sparky@btinternet.com
All electrical services including installation testing and
PAT testing
Stevens and Nicholls Electrical Ltd
Tel: 07725 546958
Email: stevensandnicholls@gmail.com
10% Discount to CRLA Members
All electrical services
TEE Ltd (Technical Electrical Engineering Limited)
Tel: 01872 553541
Email: stan@teeltd.co.uk
10% Discount to CRLA Members
All electrical services
WHEELER ELECTRICAL SERVICES
FALMOUTH LTD
Free initial advice for CRLA members
Tel: 01326 212735 or
07974 693 264

Email: petewheelersparky@gmail.com or
wheelertres@talktalk.net.
Energy Performance Certificates/Room
Legionella—DISCOUNTS
EPC Cornwall
Tel: 07779120004
Email: epccornwall@btinternet.com

Plans/

Energy Performance Certificates—FREE INITIAL
ADVICE
Cornwall Home Energy Surveys
Call Vince on 01872 553685 or 07813 045992
www.energysurveyscornwall.com
Fire Safety
Jeff Hick—FREE INITIAL ADVICE RELATING
TO YOUR LETTINGS BUSINESS
Tel: Jeff on 01872 277256
Email: jeffhick@hotmail.com
Golant Fire and Security—Discounts
Tel: 01726 861116
Email: info@gfsfire.co.uk
www.https://www.gfsfire.co.uk/
Forms for Your Lettings Business—FREE
Forms and Guidance relevant to Lettings can be
downloaded from the CRLA website.
If you are unable to access the site for any reason please
contact Ruth Clarke
FREE to CRLA members
Gardening—DISCOUNTS
Tremain Garden Design
Established since 1997
Consultation, Design, Planting, Project Management.
Blank canvas design to general Garden restyling and
improvements
Gardeners Questions service
07817417998
10% Discount to CRLA Members for Consultancy Fees
AND for Design Fees
Gas and Plumbing Services—Discounts
Plumbing Solutions Truro
Plumbing and Gas. Including Landlord Safety
Certificates, Boiler Servicing, Boiler Installations and
general plumbing maintenance and repairs.
£5 discount to CRLA members on Landlord Safety
Certificates
Tel: 07918 105583
Email: adammansbridge@ymail.com
https://www.facebook.com/plumbingsolutionstruro/
Inventories—DISCOUNTS
Westcountry Inventories
Tel: 01326 567535
Email: natalieosborne78@googlemail.com
10% discount to CRLA members
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Heating—DISCOUNTS
Duchy ECO Heating
Tel: 01326 727398
Email: info@duchyecoheating.co.uk
www.duchyecoheating.co.uk
Home Emergency Cover
Better Home Cover – one month cover free
Tel: 0800 862 0833
Email: peter@betterhomecover.com
Use promotional code CRLA1MONTH
Landlord and General Insurance
ADVANTAGEOUS RATES AND SUPPORT TO
CRLA
John Bateman Insurance Consultants Limited
Tel: 01926 405040 OR 01926 405882
https://www.bateman-group.co.uk/
Alan Boswell Group
Tel: 01603 216399
Email: landlordenquiries@alanboswell.com
https://www.alanboswell.com/

Inventories—DISCOUNTS
Cornish Inventories Ltd
Run by experienced Directors and provide specialist
Property Inventory and Inspection Services to Private
Landlords and Letting Agents alike!
Competitive rates for a service tailored to specific
needs; we can be flexible with evening and weekend
appointments available.
Contact Anna Wilson
07891 635614 or 07423 197421
Email: cornishinventories@gmail.com
https://www.cornishinventories.co.uk/
20% Discount To CRLA Members
Westcountry Inventories
Tel: 01326 567535
Email: natalieosborne78@googlemail.com
10% discount to CRLA members
Letting Agent and Property Management—
DISCOUNTS
Cornwall Homeseekers Ltd
Tel: 01872 262288
Email: rentals@cornwallhomeseekers.co.uk
2% Discount off Management Fees for CRLA Members
Mould and Condensation Problems
Envirovent
Contact Charlie Bisby
Tel: 0845 2727 807
Email: cbisby@envirovent.com
Solutions to mould and condensation.
20% discount to CRLA members, larger discounts
available for large portfolios
Paint—DISCOUNTS

Leyland Paints
The Store can be found on The Treliske Industrial
Estate, Truro
Rent Books—DISCOUNTS
Tel: Ruth 01872 554498
Email: crlawp@gmail.com
95p each, plus postage
Safety Log Books—FREE
Tel: Ruth 01872 554498
Email: crlawp@gmail.com
Sample Letters—FREE
Forms and Guidance relevant to Lettings can be
downloaded from the CRLA website.
If you are unable to access the site for any reason
please contact Ruth Clarke
FREE to CRLA members
Self Storage—DISCOUNTS
Nanpean Self Storage
We offer a selection of brand new secure storage
containers with 24 hour
access and CCTV, We also offer caravan, boat and
motor home storage within a secure compound.
Mobile 07599 925026
10% DISCOUNT TO CRLA MEMBERS
Tax Investigation Insurance Cover- FREE Through
Bateman
THIS IS INCLUDED IN YOUR MEMBERSHIP
FEE
Policy documentation can be found on the CRLA
website in the Members Area under the menu item
Information Sheets for Landlords or contact Ruth
Clarke for assistance
Taxation Software—DISCOUNTS
GOSIMPLETAX
https://www.gosimpletax.com/tax-crla/
This is an on-line offer only but may be helpful to those
who prepare their own self-assessment tax return
Tenant
Referencing
DISCOUNTS
UNDERTAKEN BY CRLA
For Assistance
Contact Ruth Clarke
Tel: 01872 554498 (mobile 07984 250129)
Email: crlawp@gmail.com

IF

TRAGO Stores – DISCOUNTS
Remember to use your Trago2Business Card whenever
you visit a Trago store for 15% discounts on most items.
If you do not have a Trago2Business card please
email sales@trago2business.co.uk or ‘phone 01579
321331 stating your name and CRLA membership
number.
(Continued on page 30)
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YOGA—DISCOUNTS
The Yoga Hut, Berkeley Vale, Falmouth.
Tel: 07769 803806
email: yogahut@btinternet.com
web: yogahut.net
10% discount for CRLA members
Electronic Storage of Risk Assessments
Send your Fire Risk Assessment or Legionnaires Risk
Assessment to us and we will store it securely with all
CRLA files and send you a reminder each year to
consider updating the assessment(s).
Please check the CRLA website for other companies
wishing to work with the CRLA
NB: Not all companies listed on the CRLA website
Trade Directory offer member benefits.

Please Note:
The free initial advice listed above does
not tie you to using the service you
contact. If you do decide to hire that
company they will quote you for the work
involved at their usual rate.
If you have a helpful supplier or efficient
professional why not suggest to them that
they could potentially increase their

business by offering discounts to CRLA
members. Give them Ruth Clarke’s
contact details.
If you would like to see your company
included in this listing please contact
Ruth Clarke.

Tel: 01872 554498
Email: crlawp@gmail.com
Other firms wishing to work with CRLA
members are listed on the CRLA website
in the Trade Directory
https://crla.org.uk/public-pages/tradedirectory/
Only the companies listed here offer
discounts or benefits to CRLA members.
They are also listed on the website
Other companies listed on the website do
not currently offer discounts or benefits
to CRLA members

Can I take this opportunity of encouraging members
considering any type of insurance to talk to the agents
included in this listing.
The commission paid by them to the CRLA helps to keep
your membership fees down.
John Bateman Insurance Consultants Limited
Alan Boswell Group

Talking to any agent or other service provider or supplier
does not mean you have to use their service(s).
Make sure you get the best product for your business.
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contact details
Your Directors
Ruth Clarke (Chairman and Facilitator)

(01872) 554498
(Mobile: 07984 250129)
crlawp@gmail.com

Anne Ball

07971 785092
ab2112@ymail.com

Claire Taylor

(01326) 313785
ctninebar@aol.com

Annett Osborne

(01872) 865586
nettles@wandt.eclipse.co.uk

John Savage (Accountant)
(01872) 271947
CALL JOHN FOR FREE INITIAL ACCOUNTANCY AND TAX ADVICEjohn@johnsavageaccountancy.co.uk
www.johnsavageaccountancy.co.uk
Ann Spary

(01726) 882077

Graham Blackler

(01872) 530651
blacklgrah@aol.com

Nikki Davis

07792 928871
nikki_davis@live.co.uk

Neil Badcock

07966 66778597
neilbadcock@outlook.com

Consultant

Jeff Hick (Fire Safety Advisor)
CALL JEFF FOR FREE INITIAL FIRE SAFETY ADVICE

Cornwall Residential Landlords Association
Registered Office:
Rohirrim
Penhallow
Truro
Cornwall TR4 9NB
Company Number: 5363025
Website: www.crla.org.uk
All Enquiries: 01872 554498
Email: crlawp@gmail.com

(01872) 277256
(Mobile: 07815 854691)
jeffhick@hotmail.com
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diary dates
On-line General Meeting
Using Microsoft Teams
2 March 2021 at 6pm

Meeting dates for 2021
General Meetings

Meetings will be held at County Hall, Truro if possible, otherwise on-line
using Microsoft Teams
(A link will be emailed to members)
Tuesday 2nd March
Tuesday4th May
Tuesday 6th July
Tuesday 7th September
Tuesday 2nd November

Meetings of the Directors

Meetings will be held at Glen Carne if possible, otherwise on-line using
Microsoft Teams
(A link will be emailed to directors)
Thursday 10th February
Thursday 14th April
Thursday 9th June
Thursday 11th August
Thursday 13th October
Thursday 8th December

All contributions for the next CRLA Newsletter should be emailed to
crlawp@gmail.com
BY the 12th February
All rights in and relating to this publication are expressly reserved.
No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any
form or by any means without written permission from the CRLA.
The views expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those of the CRLA and readers should
seek the guidance of a suitably qualified professional before taking any action or entering into any
agreement or documentation generally in reliance upon the information contained in this

